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CONCEPT:!
A fun, entertaining, original web series that, in its first season, showcases the new ‘Official Tennessee Whiskey 
Trail’ featuring Nashville resident and 2015 Playmate of the Year, Tiffany Fallon. Music and Tennessee whiskey 
have enjoyed a symbiotic relationship through the years. Live music is also a regular focal point at many of the   
distilleries. The playful “whiskey makes us frisky” themed episodes are host driven with a collection of celebrity 
guests. Using the format of “Comedians in Cars Getting Coffee” as a guide, this non-nude series focuses on the 
lively spirit of its host and selected distillers, all centered around Tennessee based Gibson, music and whiskey.!!
EXECUTION:!
- Filmed in high-def with a multi-person camera crew. !
- Series sponsored by Gibson.!
- Features all 25 stops along the recently launched Official Trail across the entire state. !
- Series can be anywhere from 6-25 episodes ranging in length from 5 minutes to 20 minutes (TRT: 120 mins)!
- Show scenics and side-trips that are nearby the various distilleries, just off “the Whiskey Trail.” i.e.  Across the 

street from the Chattanooga Whiskey Co.’s distillery is a new guitar museum, Songbirds, along with the iconic 
Chattanooga Choo-Choo Hotel; travel the Natchez Trace Parkway bridge in Williamson County; explore the 
best natural trails, mountain tops and waterfall locations throughout the state to relax and sip some whiskey; 
tour Sun Records and Graceland while in Memphis for Old Dominick.!

- Special features on women in the industry, such as Louisa Nelson, from the 1800’s, (Nelson’s Green Brier) to 
modern master distillers like Alisa Henley (Sazerac) and Nashville Craft’s female corn farmer out of Knoxville.!

- Just as Acura maintains a presence throughout #CCGC, so will Gibson in The Frisky Whiskey Bunny, via 
whiskey and music segments/features/anecdotes.!

- In one of the signature episodes Gibson ambassador, Slash, joins Tiffany on a tour of Jack Daniel’s.!!
DISTRIBUTION:!
- Social Media!
- ORIGINAL Web site!
- Streaming service like NETFLIX or Amazon!
- In-flight video on airlines!
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PARTNERS (non-revenue):!
- Transportation company: Gray Line Tours, with operations in Nashville and Chattanooga, has tentatively 

agreed to provide all necessary RT transportation to/from the distilleries. Set to launch Whiskey-themed tours.!
- Wardrobe provided by Justin Timberlake’s Tennessee based Americana brand, William Rast (approached)!
- Accommodations: Local CVBs may be willing to provide lodging for crew through their hotel partners. !
- Note: the Official Tennessee Whiskey Trail has yet to name an “official” hotel chain.!
- Playboy!!
TALENT:!
Tiffany Fallon & Friends !
(Core group plus a “special guest” every episode)!!
Tiffany is an intoxicating, playful southern blend of sweetness and 
charm with a lovely voice and strong presence. She’s a long-time 
Nashville resident, mother of three, wife of a Rascal Flatt (Joe Don 
Rooney), Playboy’s 2005 “Playmate of the Year,” !
an ex-NFL cheerleader and a Florida State University graduate.!!!!!!!!!!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Tiffany as “Wonder Woman”!
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ROI/Potential Reach:!!
Tiffany’s Instagram: 20,500 (verified)!
Tiffany’s Twitter: 29,800 (verified)!
Playboy’s Twitter: 1.28 million!
Joe Don Rooney’s Twitter: 141,000!
Rascal Flatts' Twitter: 1.79 million!!
Gibson’s Twitter: 1.1 million!
Slash's Twitter: 3.74 million!
Jack Daniel’s Twitter: 191,000!!
William Rast’s Instagram: 47,800!
VisitMusicCity’s Twitter: 249,000!
Comedians in Cars’ Twitter:  22,300!
Jerry Seinfeld’s Twitter:  4.21 million!
CCGC streams since 2012: 100 million (50 episodes)!!
With the recent premiere of Kentucky’s state backed documentary film, “Neat”  and Virginia’s Governor’s 
declaration of September as ‘Virginia Spirits Month,’ the competition to attract whiskey drinkers remains fierce. 
The new Kingsman feature film, “The Golden Circle,” starring Channing Tatum, Colin Firth, Halle Berry, Julianne 
Moore and Jeff Bridges, dropped Sept. 22 in which the fictional American spy agency in the film doubles as an 
American whiskey maker out of Kentucky.!!
The Frisky Whiskey Bunny web series offers unique branded content to a rapidly expanding audience. 
Increase market share and brand awareness through non-traditional advertising doubling as entertainment.!!
PR/Revenue streams:  Airlines, Streaming services, World-wide culture-travel-food-drink-whiskey blogs and 
other web sites and media services from ESQUIRE to PLAYBOY to Huffington Post to NY Times.!
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PRODUCTION BREAKDOWN:!!
20 days shooting at 24 distilleries- obviously, a few days will include multiple distilleries!
2 days shooting @ Jack Daniel Distillery!
Overnights: Memphis (2), Chattanooga (1), Gatlinburg/Knoxville (2)!
Post: 10 weeks to finish complete episodic run!!
*BUDGET (available upon request):!
Based on a 22-day production shoot and TRT for complete web series: 120 minutes !
Includes 5 overnights for team, with the rest day trips originating from Nashville, home base for crew and talent
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